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Abstract: When vehicles move on a bridge, the coupling effect between vehicles and bridges can
affect driving safety and comfort, especially for curved bridges, therefore, choosing reasonable
design parameters for curved bridges is crucial. In this article, a three-span curved continuous
box-girder bridge was taken as the research object; the entire process of vehicle-bridge coupling
vibration of highway curved girder bridges was conducted via numerical simulation and the
vehicle-bridge coupling vibration analysis program Cmck 1.0 was developed. Then, the influence
factors such as curvature radius, constraint mode, and vehicle characteristics on the vehicle-
bridge coupling vibration of curved girder bridges were explored. The results showed that as the
curvature radius increased, the dynamic response of the bridge offered a gradually decreasing
trend and compared to the vertical dynamic response, the torsional response was more sensitive
to the influence of the curvature radius. Different constraint methods significantly impacted
the dynamic response of bridges, and the vertical and torsional dynamic responses of bridges
under general constraint arrangement of straight bridges were increased compared to those under
boundary conditions for curved beam bridges. As the axle load of the car decreases, the bridge
mid-span vertical and torsional dynamic responses showed a decreasing trend. In contrast, the
lateral dynamic response gradually increased.

Keywords: curved girder bridge; vehicle-bridge coupling; simulation analysis; vibration characteristics;
dynamic response

1. Introduction

Compared to straight girder bridges, curved bridges exhibit significant “bending
torsion coupling” due to the influence of curvature radius. Under load, the main girder
generates a bending moment and torque, and the stress performance significantly differs to
straight bridges [1–3]. At the same time, due to the vehicle’s movement along the curve,
the reference coordinate system for establishing the car vibration equation is constantly
changing. The setting of the bridge deck superelevation and the existence of centrifugal
force make the radial vibration of the vehicle-bridge coupling system along the curve
aspects that cannot be ignored. The coupling relationship of curved girder bridges is
more complex than that of straight bridges [4,5]. There are many studies on the coupling
vibration of vehicles and bridges in straight bridges [6,7]. The coupling effect is different
as the vehicle moves. Cantero focused on vehicles moving on the bridge, investigated the
changes in frequencies and modes of vibration of a vehicle-bridge system, and found that
the varying vehicle positions had obvious influences on the modal properties of the vehicle
and bridge [8]. Gara carried out a test and studied different load conditions of vehicles
stationed over the bridge deck, and proposed that it is necessary to address the vehicle–
bridge interaction model to capture the accurate bridge dynamic response [9]. Zakeri
presented results suggesting that the eccentric vertical and lateral forces are the major
excitation sources in vehicle-bridge coupling analysis [10], and relatively detailed research
results were achieved. The method can be applied to analyzing curved beam bridges by
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“using straight instead of curved.” For example, Ma et al. [11] studied the coupling vibration
characteristics and mechanisms of trains and small radius curved section groove beam
bridges using the bisector method with a straight instead of curved arrangement, and with
a curved railway simple-supported groove girder bridge located at a radius of 300m as the
object. Guo et al. [12] used linear beam elements to approximate curved girder bridges and
analyzed the impact of factors such as the number of lanes, deck smoothness, vehicle speed,
and vehicle type on the impact coefficient. Liu et al. [13] adopted the processing method of
replacing “curves” with “straight lines” to establish a two-axis seven-degree-of-freedom
vehicle model. Zhou studied the level of road roughness and the relationship between road
smoothness and wheel slip and jump, and found that higher levels of road roughness make
it easier for jump and other phenomena to occur [14].

The “using straightness to replace curvature” analysis method has high computational
efficiency. However, due to the lack of full consideration of the influence of curvature,
it cannot accurately analyze the longitudinal and lateral vibration coupling mechanical
behavior and bending-torsional coupling effect of curved girder bridges under the action of
vehicles. However, compared to straight bridges, some curved girder bridges (such as road
interchange ramps) have characteristics such as the inward inclination of the bridge surface,
widening of the outer side, resulting in no vertical symmetry axis of the girder section,
noticeable bending-torsional coupling effect, and centrifugal effect of the vehicles. The
vehicle-bridge coupling vibration mechanism is complex, and more fundamental studies in
this area and limited applications are needed [15].

This article utilized the vehicle-bridge coupling vibration analysis method for straight
bridges, theoretically analyzed the vehicle-bridge coupling relationship for curved girder
bridges, and used curved girder units to simulate curved girder bridges. Combined
with the vehicle dynamic analysis model and considering the roughness of the bridge
top deck, the vibration equations of two subsystems of the bridge and the vehicle were
solved simultaneously via the coupling relationship; the direct integration method was
used to iteratively solve the equations of the vehicle-bridge system to obtain the dynamic
response, thereby deriving a theoretical analysis method for the highway curved girder
bridge vehicle-bridge coupling vibration.

2. Vehicle-Bridge Coupled Vibration of Curved Girder Bridges

In the finite element analysis (FEA) of curved girder bridges, the curved beam element,
the straight beam element, the mass point element, and the spring element can be selected
to discretize the bridge structure [16–18]. By calculating the kinetic and potential energies
of each unit and structure, the vibration equation of the bridge structure is derived through
Hamilton’s principle. In the standard FEA of curved girder bridges [19–21], structures must
first be discretized as a series of spatial curved beam units, straight beam units, mass point
units, spring units, or combinations of multiple units. Then, taking the equilibrium state of
the bridge structure under self-weight as the initial state, according to the finite element
theory, the unit characteristics analysis is performed, calculating each unit’s stiffness matrix,
mass matrix, and equivalent node load array.

Establishing a vehicle dynamic analysis model and its vibration equation is the founda-
tion for analyzing the coupled vibration of curved girder bridges and vehicles. Considering
the vehicle as a multi-rigid-body model connected by springs and dampers can accurately
reflect the vehicle’s mass, stiffness, and damping characteristics. Under the assumption
of small deformation, by calculating the virtual work made by the vehicle’s inertial force,
elastic force, damping force, and external load, the equations of the vehicle vibration were
established on the basis of the principle of virtual work.

2.1. Automotive Dynamic Analysis Model

Vehicle models can be represented using rigid bodies, springs, dampers, and other
elements. The main parameters include the number of rigid bodies, the number of springs,
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the mass of the rigid bodies, and the corresponding mass moments of inertia. By adjusting
the combination of these parameters, various shapes of car models can be simulated.

Take a two-axis four-wheel car as an example [22]; it can be divided into five rigid
bodies: the body and four wheels. These rigid bodies are connected through elastic and
damping elements, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Vehicle spatial vibration analysis model.

To simplify the calculation, considering that when the vehicle is traveling with a
constant speed in a straight line, the vibration of each rigid body in the vehicle in the
direction of the car’s travel has a negligible influence on both the bridge’s vertical and
lateral vibration, the degrees of freedom (DOF) of each rigid body in the direction of the
car’s motion can be ignored in the calculation. Therefore, the car body only considers
five degrees of freedom; each wheel pair has two independent DOFs along the Y-axis
displacement (Y) and the Z-axis displacement (Z). That is, four wheels have a total of eight
DOFs. A two-axis four-wheel car has a total of 13 DOFs. Its displacement vector can be
expressed as:

Vvij

=
[
Yvcij Zvcij ϕvcij θvcij φvcij Yvwij11 Zvwij11 Yvwij12 Zvwij12 Yvwij21 Zvwij21 Yvwij22 Zvwij22

]T (1)

where:Yvcij, Zvcij, ϕvcij, θvcij and φvcij are the displacement of the y vehicle on the i lane
along Y-axis, the displacement along Z-axis, the rotation angle around X-axis, the rotation
angle around Y-axis, and the rotation angle around the Z-axis; and Yvwij11, Zvwij11 are the
displacement of the right wheel and the left wheel of the front axle (the first axle) of the
j vehicle on the i lane along Y-axis and Z-axis; and Yvwij22, Zvwij22 and Yvwij21, Zvwij21 are
the displacement of the right wheel and the left wheel of the rear axle (the second axle) of j
vehicle on the i lane along Y-axis and Z-axis. In Table 1, the vehicle model’s parameters
are shown.

Assuming that the car fits perfectly on the bridge’s top deck, the contact between
the wheel and the top deck is point contact. In this case, the contact point displacement
between the wheel and the bridge deck is affected by the displacement and the roughness.

Based on the above assumptions, take the vertical spring as an example to derive the
relative displacement expression of the above two types of springs. Assuming there are Lv
lanes and nv vehicles on the i lane, the relative displacement generated at the two ends of
the vertical spring of the first type of spring (the spring connecting the vehicle body and
the wheel) on the j vehicle of the i lane can be expressed as:

Rvij23km = Zvcij + (−1)m+1bijϕvcij − (−1)k+1lijkθvcij − Zvwijkm (2)

where, v is the vehicle; c is the vehicle body; w is the wheel; i is the lane number; j is the
vehicle number; 2 is the second type spring (first type spring); 3 is the vertical spring; k is
the axle number (k = 1, 2, 1 is the front axle and 2 is the rear axle); m is the wheel number
(m = 1, 2, in the forward direction, 1 is the left wheel and 2 is the right wheel); Rvij23km is
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the relative displacement of the second type vertical spring on the m wheel on k axle of j car
on i lane; and Zvwjkm is the vertical displacement on the m wheel on k axle of j car on i lane.

Table 1. Main parameters and descriptions of the vehicle dynamic analysis model.

Parameter Description

Mvcij, Jvczij
The rigid mass of the vehicle body of the j car on the i lane;

The vertical rotational inertia of the vehicle body of the j car on the i lane.

Jvcxij, Jvcyij
The lateral inertia of the vehicle body;

The longitudinal rotational inertia of the vehicle body.
Kvj2211, Kvij2212, Kvij2221, Kvij2222 The lateral stiffness coefficient of secondary suspension.
Kvij2311, Kvij2312, Kvij2321, Kvij2322 The vertical stiffness coefficient of secondary suspension.
Cvj2211, Cvij2212, Cvij2221, Cvij2222 The lateral damping constant of each wheel.
Cvj2311, Cvij2312, Cvij2321, Cvij2322 The vertical damping constant of each wheel.

Mvwij11, Mvwij12, Mvwij21, Mvwij22 The vehicle’s unsprung mass.
Kvij1211, Kvij1212, Kvij1221, Kvij1222 The lateral stiffness coefficient of the vehicle’s wheel.
Kvij1311, Kvij1312, Kvij1321, Kvij1322 The vertical stiffness coefficient of the vehicle’s wheel.
Cvij1211, Cvij1212, Cvij1221, Cvij1222 The lateral damping constant of the vehicle’s wheel.
Cvij1311, Cvij1312, Cvij1321, Cvij1322 The vertical damping constant of the vehicle’s wheel.

Lij1, Lij2
The longitudinal distance from the vehicle’s first and second axles to the

center of gravity of the car body.

Hij1, Hij
The distance from the vehicle body to the secondary suspension.

The distance from the rigid body of the vehicle to the ground.

The relative displacement at both ends of the spring connecting the wheels and the
bridge top deck of the j car on the i lane can be expressed as:

Rvij13km = Zvwijkm − Vbzijkm − rbzijkm (3)

where, Rvij13km is the relative displacement of the primary vertical spring on k axle’s m
wheel of j car on i lane; Zvwjkm is the vertical displacement on k axle’s m wheel of j car on
i lane; Vbzijkm is the vertical displacement of the bridge at the contact point of k axle’s m
wheel of j car on i lane; and rbzijkm is the roughness value of the bridge deck at the contact
point of k axle’s m wheel of j car on i lane.

Vbzijkm = [N1(x) dyN5(x) N2(x) N3(x) dyN6(x) N4(x)]x=xc[
Zei

bijkm ϕei
bijkm θei

bijkm Zej
bijkm ϕ

ej
bijkm θ

ej
bijkm

]T (4)

where, Zei
bijkm ϕei

bijkm θei
bijkm and Zej

bijkm ϕ
ej
bijkm θ

ej
bijkm are the vertical displacement, rotation

around the X-axis, and rotation around the Y-axis at i and j end of the unit; xc is the distance
between the contact point and i end corresponding unit of the bridge; dy is the y-coordinate
difference between the contact point and the centroid of bridge unit in the global coordinate
system; and N1(x), N2(x), N3(x), N4(x), N5(x), N6(x) are girder element shape function,
the expression can be found in references [1].

Similarly, the expression for the relative displacement between the two ends of a
transverse spring can be obtained.

2.2. Vibration Equation of Vehicle Model

In the dynamic analysis model of the above car, taking the equilibrium state of the car
under the action of its weight as the initial state, based on the virtual work conducted on
the car’s inertial force, elastic force, and damping force, the vibration equation of the car
can be obtained according to the principle of the following virtual work:

Mv
..
vv + Cv

.
vv + Kvvv = Fv (5)
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where, Mv, Cv, and Kv are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrix for the vehicle, re-
spectively; vv,

.
vv, and

..
vv are the absolute displacement, velocity, and acceleration arrays

of the vehicle, respectively; and Fv is the array of external loads on the vehicle and is
mainly the force between the bridge and the wheel contact point, without considering the
vehicle’s weight.

Here, the vibration equation of the vehicle described above is established in its coordi-
nate system. However, when the vehicle runs on a curved bridge, the coordinate system
changes depending on the vehicle’s location. Therefore, in each time step, the motion
equation of the car needs to be converted to the global coordinate system.

• Formation of stiffness matrix

The stiffness matrix of a vehicle is related to the virtual work via the elastic forces,
which depends on the relative deformation of the two ends of the spring. Each two-axle
vehicle has four lateral and four vertical springs between the vehicle body and the wheels.
Taking the lateral spring as an example, we can obtain.

Rvij2211 = Yvcij + Hij1 φvcij + lij1ϕvcij − Yvwij11 (6)

Rvij2212 = Yvcij + Hij1 φvcij + lij1ϕvcij − Yvwij11 (7)

Rvij2221 = Yvcij + Hij2 φvcij + lij2ϕvcij − Yvwij21 (8)

Rvij2222 = Yvcij + Hij2 φvcij + lij2ϕvcij − Yvwij22 (9)

The virtual work made via the elastic force of the horizontal spring is:

δWV
S2 =

2

∑
k=1

2

∑
m=1

(
Kvij22kmRvij22kmδRvij22km

)
=

2

∑
k=1

2

∑
m=1

{Kvij22km[Yvcij + Hij1 φvcij

+(−1)k+1lijkϕvcij − Yvwijkm

][
δYvcij + Hij1δφvcij

+(−1)k+1lijkδϕvcij − δYvwijkm

]
}

(10)

Taking the lateral spring of the left wheel (m = 1) of the front axle (k = 1) as an example,
substituting Equation (6) into Equation (10), there is:

Kvij2211Rvij2211δRvij2211 = Kvij2211
(
Yvcij + Hij1 φvcij + lij1ϕvcij − Yvwij11

)
δ
(
Yvcij + Hij1 φvcij + lij1ϕvcij − Yvwij11

)
= (Kvij2211YvcijδYvcij + Kvij2211Hij1YvcijδYvcij + Kvij2211lij1YvcijδYvcij − Kvij2211YvcijδYvwij11+

Kvij2211Hij1 φvcijYvcij + Kvij2211Hij1
2 φvcijδYvcij + Kvij2211Hij1lij1 φvcijδϕvcij − Kvij2211Hij1 φvcijδYvwij11+

Kvij2211lij1ϕvcijδYvcij + Kvij2211lij1Hij1ϕvcijδφvcij + Kvij2211lij1
2ϕvcijδϕvcij − Kvij2211lij1ϕvcijδYvwij11−

Kvij2211Yvwij11δYvcij − Kvij2211Hij1Yvwij11δφvcij − Kvij2211lij1Yvwij11δϕvcij + Kvij2211Yvwij11δYvwij11

(11)

where the polynomial on the right side consists of monomials similar to kuδu, k is the
constant coefficient of the monomial, and u is the displacement corresponding to the
independent degree of freedom of the vehicle. According to the “right seating” rule [19],
the coefficient k is placed in the matrix corresponding to the “row” of DOF related to δu
and the “column” of DOF related to u, resulting in the following submatrix form:

Yvcij φvcij ϕvcij Yvwij11

δYvcij

δφvcij

δϕvcij

δYvwij11


Kvij2211

Kvij2211Hij1

Kvij2211lij1
−Kvij2211

Kvij2211Hij1

Kvij2211Hij1
2

Kvij2211lij1Hij1

−Kvij2211Hij1

Kvij2211lij1
Kvij2211lij1Hij1

Kvij2211lij1
2

−Kvij2211lij1

−Kvij2211

−Kvij2211Hij1

−Kvij2211lij1
Kvij2211

 (12)
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Similarly, by substituting Equations (7)–(9) into Equation (10), respectively, a submatrix
form similar to Equation (12) is achieved. The stiffness matrix of a single two-axle vehicle
is obtained by superimposing and combining all submatrices. By collecting the stiffness
matrices of all vehicles, the stiffness matrix of the vehicle fleet is obtained.

• Formation of damping matrix

The damping matrix of a vehicle is related to the virtual work made by the damping
force, which is determined via the relative velocity between the two ends of the damping
element. Each two-axle vehicle has four lateral and vertical damping elements between
the vehicle body and the wheels. Taking the vertical damping element as an example, we
can obtain: .

Rvij2311 =
.
Zvcij + bij

.
φvcij − lij1

.
θvcij −

.
Zvwij11 (13)

.
Rvij2311 =

.
Zvcij − bij

.
φvcij − lij1

.
θvcij −

.
Zvwij11 (14)

.
Rvij2311 =

.
Zvcij + bij

.
φvcij + lij1

.
θvcij −

.
Zvwij11 (15)

.
Rvij2311 =

.
Zvcij − bij

.
φvcij + lij1

.
θvcij −

.
Zvwij11 (16)

The virtual work achieved via the damping force of the vertical damping element was:

δWV
S3 =

2

∑
k=1

2

∑
m=1

(
Cvij23km

.
Rvij23kmδRvij23km

)
=

2

∑
k=1

2

∑
m=1

{Cvij23km

[ .
Zvcij + (−1)k+1lijk

.
θvcij −

.
Zvwijkm

]
[δYvcij

+Hij1δφvcij + (−1)k+1lijkδϕvcij − δYvwijkm

]
}

(17)

Taking the vertical spring of the left wheel (m = 1) of the front axle (k = 1) as an example,
substituting Equation (6) into Equation (10), there is:

Cvij2311
.
Rvij2311δ

.
Rvij2311 = Cvij2311

( .
Zvcij + bij

.
φvcij − lij1

.
θvcij −

.
Zvwij11

)
δ
(
Zvcij + bij φvcij − lij1θvcij − Zvwij11

)
= (Cvij2311

.
ZvcijδZvcij + Cvij2311bij

.
Zvcijδφvcij − cvij2311lij1

.
Zvcijδθvcij − Cvij2311

.
ZvcijδZvwij11+

Cvij2311bij
.
φvcijδZvcij + Cvij2311bij

2 .
φvcijδφvcij − Cvij2311bijlij

.
φvcijδθvcij − Cvij2311bij

.
φvcijδZvwij11−

Cvij2311lij1
.
θvcijδZvcij − Cvij2311lij1bij1

.
θvcijδφvcij + Cvij2311lij1

2
.
θvcijδθvcij + Cvij2311lij1

.
θvcijδZvwij11−

Cvij2311
.
Zvwij11δZvcij − Cvij2311bij

.
Zvwij11δφvcij + Cvij2311lij1

.
Zvwij11δθvcij + Cvij2311

.
Zvwij11δZvwij11

(18)

where, the polynomial on the right side consists of monomials similar to c
.
uδu, c is the

constant coefficient of the monomial,
.
u is the speed corresponding to the independent

DOF of the vehicle, and u is the displacement corresponding to the independent degree of
freedom of the vehicle. According to the “right seating” rule [19], the coefficient c is placed
in the matrix corresponding to the “row” of DOF related to δu and the “column” of DOF
related to

.
u, resulting in the following submatrix form:

.
Zvcij

.
φvcij

.
θvcij

.
Zvwij11

δZvcij

δφvcij

δϕvcij

δZvwij11


Cvij2311

Cvij2311bij

−Cvij2311lij1
−Cvij2311

Cvij22311bij

Cvij2311bij
2

−Cvij2311bij1lij
−Cvij2311bij

−Cvij2311lij1
−Cvij2311lijbij1

Cvij2311lij1
2

Cvij2311lij1

−Cvij2311

−Cvij2311bij

Cvij2311lij1
Cvij2311

 (19)

Similarly, by substituting Equations (14)–(16) into Equation (17), respectively, a sub-
matrix form similar to Equation (19) is achieved. The damping matrix of a single two-axle
vehicle is obtained via superimposing and combining all submatrices. By collecting the
stiffness matrices of all vehicles, the damping matrix Cv of the vehicle fleet is obtained.
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• Formation of quality matrix

The mass matrix of a vehicle is related to the virtual work achieved via inertial forces,
which is determined by the acceleration at each mass point. Each two-axle vehicle has a
body and four wheels for five rigid body mass points. The mass matrix of a single two-axle
vehicle is obtained, as shown in Equation (20).

Mv =



Mvcij

Mvcij

Jvcxij

Jvcyij

Jvczij

Mvwij11

Mvwij11

Mvwij12

Mvwij12

Mvwij21

Mvwij21

Mvwij22

Mvwij22



(20)

Combining all of the car quality matrices, the vehicle quality matrix Mv can be obtained.

3. Verification of Programs

This module is mainly used to analyze vehicle-bridge coupling vibration, which can
be utilized to analyze vehicle-bridge coupling vibration when a single type of vehicle
passes through a bridge. It can also calculate the vehicle-bridge coupling vibration
response of multiple routes and fleets with different speeds under different bridge
surface irregularities. It can also perform vehicle-bridge coupling vibration analysis for
one-way and two-way driving.

A simple-supported curved box girder bridge was taken as the research object; the
main parameters were as follows: calculated span L = 24.0 m, girder radius R = 100.0 m,
elastic modulus E = 3.250 × 1010 N/m2, shear modulus G = 1.350 × 1010 N/m2, and
density ρ = 2600 kg/m3. The main girder’s cross-section was a single box single chamber
with a cross-sectional area of A = 4.392 m2, a cross-sectional moment of inertia Iy = 2.443 m4,
Iz = 20.721 m4, and a free torsional moment of inertia J = 5.042 m4. The main girder section
is shown in Figure 2.

Assuming the spring-mass system as shown in Figure 3, the suspended mass of
the moving mass block was M = 102, 041 kg, the spring stiffness supporting the mass
block was K = 1.0 × 1010 kN·m, and the spring-mass block travelled through the simple-
supported girder bridge with a constant speed, the system speed was the V = 36 km/h.
The displacement and acceleration time histories at the simple-supported bridge mid-
span were calculated using this program’s integral method, separation method, and finite
element analysis software, as shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Comparing the results in Figures 4 and 5, the overall and separate methods in the
program Cmck in this article agreed well with the results calculated via the common FEA
(Ansys 17.0) software, indicating that the calculation program based on the two methods
of overall and separate v coupled vibration analysis can be used for vibration analysis of
time-varying vehicle-bridge coupled systems.
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4. Spatial Vibration Analysis of the Coupled Time-Varying System of Vehicle-Curved
Girder Bridge

A three-span curved continuous box-girder bridge with an equal cross-section was
taken as the research object; different types of unit were used to build the finite element
calculation model of the highway curved girder bridge. The model was built in the Cmck
program, which is a vibration analysis program for highway bridge vehicle bridge coupling
time-varying systems, and has multiple functions, including static analysis of structures,
natural vibration characteristics analysis, dynamic analysis of moving loads, and vehicle
bridge coupling vibration analysis. Based on the vehicle-bridge mentioned above, the
coupling vibration analysis method, and the compiled computational program Cmck, the
vehicle-bridge coupling spatial vibration simulation analysis of the highway curved girder
bridge was performed and the dynamic responses of the coupled time-varying system
with different conditions were calculated. The influence of the main parameters such as
curvature radius, different curved beam unit types, constraint conditions, and vehicle types
on the coupling spatial vibration of the curved girder bridge were discussed.

4.1. Impact Analysis of Curvature Radius

Based on the above bridge and car models, according to the common radius values of
highway and urban interchange ramp bridges, the curvature radii were selected as 35m, 40
m, 500 m, 100 m, and 200 m, respectively. With the same bridge length, the Timoshenko
curved beam element was used to discretize the bridge structure. Considering the good
bridge top deck irregularity level, the self-written program Cmck was used to calculate the
coupling dynamic responses when a stranded truck with a load of 1 ton travelled through
the curved girder bridge at a speed of 40 km/h and explored the influence of curvature
radius on the spatial vibration.

The comparison of the displacement and the acceleration time-history responses at
the bridge mid-span with different radii of curvature are shown in Figures 6–8. The peak
values at the mid-span are shown in Table 2 and Figure 9.
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Table 2. Comparison of dynamic response peak values of bridges with different curvature radii.

Radius
(m)

Vertical
Displacement (mm)

Vertical Acceleration
(m/s2)

Torsional
Displacement (rad)

35 2.153 0.158 0.114 × 10−3

40 1.966 0.173 0.944 × 10−4

50 1.890 0.124 0.753 × 10−4

100 1.712 0.117 0.364 × 10−4

200 1.668 0.123 0.183 × 10−4
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From Figures 6–9 and Table 2, as the radius of curvature increased, the dynamic
responses showed a gradual decrease. The peak vertical displacement decreased from
2.153 mm to 1.668 mm, a decrease of 22.3%; the peak vertical acceleration decreased from
0.173 m/s2 to 0.123 m/s2, a decrease of 28.9%; the peak torsional angular displacement
decreased from 0.114 × 10−³ rad to 0.183 × 10−4 rad, a decrease of 83.9%. Within the radius
of curvature less than 100m, the decrease in the dynamic responses was more pronounced.
Compared with the vertical dynamic response, the torsional response was more sensitive
to the radius of curvature.

4.2. Analysis of the Influence of Constraint Methods

Two types of constraints were selected. One was to set the boundary conditions of the
bridge model to the general constraint arrangement of straight bridges in a rectangular
coordinate system, similar to the general support constraints of a common straight bridge,
i.e., constraining the nodes’ degrees of freedom in the overall coordinate system (short
as the rectangular coordinate system in the following text). The other was to set the
boundary conditions of the curved girder bridge by setting rigid connections in the radial
and standard directions of the fulcrum in a polar coordinate system (short as the polar
coordinate system in the following text). Based on the above bridge and vehicle models,
the Timoshenko curved beam element was utilized to discretize the structure, and the
self-written program was used to consider the good-grade deck roughness. The vehicle-
bridge coupled dynamic response was calculated when a heavy truck with a speed of
40 km/h passed through the curved bridge, and the influence of constraint ways on the
vehicle-bridge coupled vibration of the bridge was discussed.

The comparison of the indexes such as the displacement and the acceleration time-
history responses in the mid-span of bridges under different restraint modes is in
Figures 10–12, and the comparison of peak responses in the mid-span of bridges is
summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Comparison of dynamic response peaks of bridges under different constraints.

Constraints
Arrangement

Vertical
Displacement (mm)

Vertical Acceleration
(m/s2)

Torsional
Displacement (rad)

Polar
coordinate 1.890 0.124 0.753 × 10−4

Rectangular
coordinate 5.756 0.363 0.113 × 10−3

As shown in Figures 10–12 and Table 2, different constraint methods of the bridge
significantly affect bridge dynamic responses. Compared to the polar coordinate system,
the bridge vertical and torsional dynamic responses under the rectangular coordinate
system constraint were more extensive, with the vertical displacement peak increasing
from 1.890 mm to 5.756 mm, the vertical acceleration peak increasing from 0.124 m/s2

to 0.363 m/s2, and the torsional displacement peak increasing from 0.753 ×10−4 rad
to 0.113 ×10−3 rad.

4.3. Analysis of the Impact of Vehicle Types

Four common vehicle models were selected: heavy trucks, Santana cars, FAW Jiabao,
and box trucks, named Car-1, Car-2, Car-3, and Car-4 [23], respectively. Considering
the good level of deck irregularity, the Timoshenko curved beam element was used to
discretize the structure. A self-written calculation program was made to get the vehicle-
bridge coupled dynamic response of a car traveling at a constant speed of 40 km/h through
a curved girder bridge and to analyze the impact of vehicle type on the vehicle-bridge
coupled vibration of curved bridges.

The comparison diagrams of both displacement and acceleration response time-history
curves at the mid-span of bridges under different vehicle types are shown in Figures 13–17,
and the comparisons of peak responses at the mid-span of bridges are shown in Table 4
and Figure 18.

Table 4. The dynamic response peak of bridges under different vehicle types.

Vehicle Type Vertical
Displacement (mm)

Vertical
Acceleration (m/s2)

Lateral
Displacement (mm)

Lateral
Acceleration (m/s2)

Torsional
Displacement (rad)

Car-1 1.890 0.124 -- -- 0.753 × 10−4

Car-2 0.318 0.079 3.449 0.747 0.128 × 10−4

Car-3 0.196 0.035 5.898 1.017 0.774 × 10−5

Car-4 0.675 0.013 1.913
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From Table 4 and Figures 13–18, under the action of different vehicle types, the order
of axial weight was Car-1, Car-4, Car-2, and Car-3. As the vehicle axle weight decreased,
the vertical and torsional dynamic responses in the bridge span decreased while the lateral
dynamic response gradually increased. The vertical displacement decreased from 1.89 mm
to 0.20 mm; the vertical acceleration decreased from 0.12 m/s2 to 0.03 m/s2, the lateral
displacement increased from 1.91 mm to 5.90 mm, and the lateral acceleration increased
from 0.03 m/s2 to 1.02 m/s2.
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displacement increased from 1.91 mm to 5.90 mm, and the lateral acceleration increased 
from 0.03 m/s2 to 1.02 m/s2. 
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This article took a three-span curved uniform section continuous box girder bridge 

as the research object. It used Fortran language to develop a highway bridge vehicle-
bridge coupling vibration analysis program called Cmck. The influence laws of curvature 
radius, constraint method, and vehicle type on the vehicle-bridge coupling vibration of 
highway curved girder bridges were explored. The results showed that: 
(1) Through comparison with the results of general finite element program calculations, 

it was shown that the overall and separate methods in the program Cmck had good 
agreement with the results via general FEA software, indicating that the calculation 
program based on the two methods of overall and separate vehicle-bridge coupled 
vibration analysis can effectively analyze the vibration. 

(2) As the radius of curvature increased, the dynamic response of the bridge showed a 
gradual decreasing trend. The peak vertical displacement decreased by 22.3%, the 
peak vertical acceleration decreased by 28.9%, and the peak torsional angular 
displacement decreased by 83.9%. Within the radius of curvature less than 100m, the 
decrease in the dynamic response of the bridge was more pronounced; compared to 
the vertical dynamic response, the torsional response was more sensitive to the 
radius of curvature. 

(3) Different bridge constraints significantly affected bridges’ dynamic responses. 
Bridges’ vertical and torsional dynamic responses under rectangular coordinate 
constraints increased significantly compared to polar coordinates. As the axle weight 

Figure 18. Mid-span dynamic response peaks of the bridge under different vehicle types: (a) vertical
displacement peak; (b) vertical acceleration peak; (c) lateral displacement peak; (d) lateral acceleration
peak; (e) and torsional displacement peak.

5. Conclusions

This article took a three-span curved uniform section continuous box girder bridge
as the research object. It used Fortran language to develop a highway bridge vehicle-
bridge coupling vibration analysis program called Cmck. The influence laws of curvature
radius, constraint method, and vehicle type on the vehicle-bridge coupling vibration of
highway curved girder bridges were explored. The results showed that:

(1) Through comparison with the results of general finite element program calculations,
it was shown that the overall and separate methods in the program Cmck had good
agreement with the results via general FEA software, indicating that the calculation
program based on the two methods of overall and separate vehicle-bridge coupled
vibration analysis can effectively analyze the vibration.

(2) As the radius of curvature increased, the dynamic response of the bridge showed
a gradual decreasing trend. The peak vertical displacement decreased by 22.3%,
the peak vertical acceleration decreased by 28.9%, and the peak torsional angular
displacement decreased by 83.9%. Within the radius of curvature less than 100m, the
decrease in the dynamic response of the bridge was more pronounced; compared
to the vertical dynamic response, the torsional response was more sensitive to the
radius of curvature.

(3) Different bridge constraints significantly affected bridges’ dynamic responses. Bridges’
vertical and torsional dynamic responses under rectangular coordinate constraints
increased significantly compared to polar coordinates. As the axle weight of vehicles
decreased, the mid-span vertical and torsional dynamic responses decreased while
the lateral dynamic response gradually increased.
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